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INTRODUCTION  

1 My full name is Christopher Gary Patient. I am the Group Logistics, Manufacturing 

and Supply Chain Manager.  

2 I am a business executive with a Bachelor of Commerce. I have held management 

positions within the Tait Group over the past 20 years in Logistics, Manufacturing, 

Supply Chain and Engineering. I currently hold the position of Group Logistics, 

Manufacturing and Supply Chain Manager, This position also has the responsibility 

of Maintaining and Managing the Christchurch buildings and campus of Tait Limited. 

3 I have read the Environment Court's Code of Conduct and agree to comply with it. 

My qualifications as an expert are set out above. I confirm that the issues 

addressed in this statement of evidence are within my area of expertise.  

4 The data, information, facts and assumptions I have considered in forming my 

opinions are set out in the part of the evidence in which I express my opinions. 

5 I have not omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter or 

detract from the opinions I have expressed.  

6 The key concern from an operations standpoint is the impact that a heritage listing 

will have on Tait’s ability to adapt its internal layout and perform alterations to 

maintain operations and manufacturing capability. From an Operations point of 

view, we wish to retain the ability to easily and quickly modify our building to meet 

the changing needs of our business. Changing production requirements such as the 

need for clean room facilities or expanding capacity will require changes to the 

internal layouts and structures within the building. Changing factory layouts can 

also require modifications to entrances and exits to the building as we add and 

remove connections between buildings and pick up and drop off points for suppliers 

and Freight Forwarders. Colocation for project team members is also an essential 

requirement, this requires reconfiguring internal layouts which can require the 

building of additional offices and/or meeting rooms. As the demands of the 

business change factory space will be changed into an office environment and vice 

versa.   

Background 

General overview on Tait as an organisation 

7 Tait designs, manufactures and distributes critical communication systems to public 

safety, utility and transport organisations across the world.  As part of the Tait 

sales and distribution model, Tait provides professional services including design 

services, installation, commissioning, maintenance and support and managing radio 

communication networks and equipment for its clients.  The global market is 
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extremely competitive and Tait relies on >90% of its business from global export 

markets.  

8 Tait employs more than 430 people in NZ and 585 people worldwide. 

9 There are 425 people employed on the Tait Christchurch campus and 240 work in 

the 558 Wairakei Road building which is the sole manufacturing site for Tait’s global 

operations. 

The Millers Building 

10 Tait has occupied the building at 558 Wairakei Road since the 1980’s and Tait has 

remained in the building as part of its longstanding commitment to Canterbury. 

11 The circular shape hinders our productivity. We have adapted the shape of the 

building where we can to create straight lines, rectangles and squares. We have 

built internal structures such as Engineering test labs, office space and a workshop 

to make rectangles internally. The shape results in redundant space around the 

perimeter both internally and externally. Internally some is wasted space, some are 

coffee areas and some have internal structures built within. 

12 Internal layouts are also restricted as Production Lines are straight and rectangular 

so again we end up with unusable wasted space. Over the years we have discussed 

moving production to another building, number 1 on the list would be a rectangular 

building, as well as reducing wasted space a rectangular building also allows a 

clearer direction for production flow and allows productions lines to have a more 

uniform layout and be closer together resulting in less travel distance. 

13 Externally if we can't find a productive way to utilise we have planted areas to 

soften the building and improve the environment. 

14 The street frontage has had the new exterior added for the Reception to create a 

more modern and appealing look to the building, as previously the building looked 

very dated. This created a poor impression of our company as the yellow brick 

wedge shape appeared outdated - we cannot have this as an impression of our 

company. We have added additional windows all around the exterior to allow 

additional light to flow into the building. 

15 We have added driveways around the building to create additional car parking. We 

have added a bike shed to the exterior of the building and a new connection to the 

new Tait building. We have filled in 2 of the fins around the building with a 

generator and an emergency container. Where we cannot find a use for the space 

in the fins we have added planting to soften the look of the building and create a 

nicer environment. 

16 From a productivity point of view we have added staff entrances and loading and 

unloading bays. We plan to in the future create some sort of connection between 

558 and 540 Wairakei Road where there is a consistent flow of materials moving 
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from the 540 building to the 558 building as components move from the store to 

the Production areas. 

Operations 

17 Tait undertakes a number of activities from its operations at 558 Wairakei Road, 

including materials procurement, manufacturing/product assembly, customer 

network support and management, product research, engineering and product 

development and testing, and other administration functions required by the 

company. 

18 On a day to day basis the following activities are carried out in the building: 

 Raw materials procurement and global supply chain management 

 Product manufacturing, assembly and system build for customer projects 

 Factory acceptance testing 

 Product engineering, design and testing 

 Professional Services (design, support, maintenance and management of 

customer networks and equipment) 

 Global ICT support 

19 These activities are carried out applying agile management techniques – for 

example the manufacturing and assembly operations are largely ‘build to order’ 

activities which requires the factory to be agile and respond quickly to customer 

orders and market demand. This enables the company to maintain its international 

competitiveness.   The company has the necessary ability to quickly adapt its 

operations and manufacturing capability to enable the introduction of new products 

or adapt to large orders or customer projects.   

20 It is important that Tait retains this agility and ability to quickly change and adapt 

workflow to deliver service levels and high quality products to its global customers.   

The business regularly defines a series of projects which could be either customer 

specific or market related activities.  Teams are then formed to undertake those 

projects, spaces are created and reconfigured to enable these activities to be 

undertaken efficiently and effectively.  Work flows and spaces must be flexible to 

enable the business to be market responsive. 

21 The core functions (manufacturing, engineering, etc) of the business do not 

change, however the way in which they are delivered changes regularly.  Whether 

its increased demand arising from new customer projects, new regulations, 

changing technologies and manufacturing techniques (for example requiring more 

constant operating temperatures and better air quality) or new business 

opportunities (the creation of carrier grade network operations and response 

centres), the usage of the business premises and the 558 Wairakei Road building 

has changed significantly over the past 30+ years.   
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Interior of the building 

22 The interior layout of the building is frequently altered to accommodate the 

changing needs of the business.  The business has a constant drive for increased 

operating efficiency and continues to adapt the working environment. New projects, 

new technologies, new compliance, new customer orders and new market 

opportunities drive change in usage of space to optimise business efficiency and 

effectiveness.  Tait also competes for talent from a global pool of prospective 

employees and needs to be able to offer a modern and functional work 

environment.  This includes offering a workplace that is adaptable to employees 

and operating requirements to provide a desirable and efficient workplace. 

23 Examples of changes made over the past 30 years include Assembly and 

manufacturing layout is changed to introduce new products and new manufacturing 

technologies and increased automation.  New lighting, air handling equipment and 

temperature controls have been added, suspended ceilings to improve the work 

environment and reduce noise.  This includes (amongst other things) 

adding/moving internal walls, installing new exterior open air testing platforms, 

erecting antennas on the roof, adding air handling equipment to improve air quality 

for staff and production processes. Tait operates a high technology business and 

competes in an intensely competitive market place.  

24 Additional office space has been added and internal layouts are changed as 

required. This has included adding, removing or moving internal walls, adding/ 

removing meeting areas and kitchens to meet the changing needs of the teams 

that occupy 558 Wairakei Road. New materials management techniques applied, 

creation of customer spaces to meet the cultural needs for customers visiting for 

factory acceptance tests and training.  The building entrance and visitor reception 

area was upgraded to ensure that the company retained a profile and image 

appropriate for a global technology business.   

25 The exterior and surrounds of the building have been substantially modified to 

assist the development of the Tait campus and further the business.  Exterior 

structures on the outside of the building including a storage shed, a covered 

walkway connecting the 558 Wairakei Road building to the new building has also 

been added, Back-up power generation, and alternative sources of water and 

sewage management have been put in place to increase business resilience and 

reduce operating risk in the face of the Christchurch earthquakes.  New asphalt 

carparks have been laid around the building in place of previous landscaped areas 

(to meet current zoning requirements) and there is now very limited street scene 

landscaping.   The business and the buildings have continued to change and evolve 

over the past 30+ years.  If Tait is to continue and be successful and viable 

business it is imperative that it has the freedom to operate and to continue to 

adapt and change over the next 30 years. 
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26 These changes are important to enable the business to continue to adapt the 

changing business environment in which it operates and it must retain this agility to 

maintain and improve its international competitiveness and manage risk.  

Comments on Council Evidence 

27 I have read the Council’s amended Statement of Significance and have some 

additional comments on the information that is included. 

28 The external planting is mentioned in the Councils evidence. Gardens have been 

planted in the fins of the outside of the building. This is because this is otherwise 

unusable space and is an attempt to soften the building and make for a more 

attractive environment. The building does however house a Manufacturing business 

that has to be profitable. Therefore when required if the space can be used for a 

better purpose the gardens are removed. Today in the fins we have car parking, 

drive ways, an external open air teat area, a generator, an emergency container, a 

reception area, entrance ways, loading bays and a bike shed. 

29 In many areas of the building the plaster panels were removed from the ceiling as 

they had created a health and safety issue. These are heavy panels and if the steel 

framing that holds them in place warps at all the panels become unstable. This 

forced replacement in many areas of the building as we went through the 

earthquakes. 

Changes to the Tait Building 

30 These changes are often made at short notice to meet Tait’s operational demands, 

and the ability to move walls, or change internal configuration for manufacturing is 

essential to be able to meet customer demands. During the time Tait Ltd have 

occupied 558 Wairakei Road there has been almost constant changes to the 

internal configuration of the building.  Over the last 5 years most of the stores have 

been moved to an adjacent building, additional office space has been created to 

accommodate Services and Hardware Engineering teams. In these areas to ensure 

that it is an attractive working environment for Professional Engineers, carpet, 

ceilings, additional lighting and air conditioning has been added in addition to 

offices and meeting  rooms. We compete for Engineers internationally so it is 

crucial that we can offer an attractive working environment.  

31 Within the Engineering areas we have built dedicated compliance and RF Test Labs. 

Within Manufacturing we have built secure customer facilities, Factory Acceptance 

Testing areas, secure workshop and Production Engineering area. In the future we 

expect to need to build clean room facilities as our products continue to evolve. As 

Production volumes have changed and the level of automation and Lean 

Manufacturing have increased the footprint within the building that Manufacturing 

occupies has also changed.  This results in space being changed from Production 

areas to Engineering areas.  
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32 We have also changed entry and exit points to the building for staff, materials, and 

equipment.  This is important as Tait needs to be able to accommodate internal 

changes and facilitate the easy movement of materials and products in or out of 

the building at 558 Wairakei Road.   

33 Please see photos of the interior and exterior of the building attached as Appendix 

A. 

Effects of proposed Heritage controls on Tait 

34 If the Tait building were heritage listed, Tait would be limited in the changes and 

additions it would be able to make to the building.   At paragraph 7.4 of James 

Fairgray’s evidence for the CCC he notes that there are likely to be compliance 

costs imposed on owners of heritage properties.  As well as resource consent costs 

at paragraph 7.6 he includes additional time required during the resource consent 

process, additional professional fees associated with complying with the rules and 

additional costs of materials or build cost. 

35 Of particular concern to Tait, is the extra time that a resource consent application 

would require for any changes to the building.  This is usually a time consuming 

and drawn out process that would divert management resources, time and capital 

by placing a higher compliance burden, additional costs on the business (that 

competitors are not subject to) thereby reducing competitiveness and operating 

agility and increase business risk.  This is something that Tait is not subject to at 

the moment, and it will be a risk to operations if we need to do it in the future. 

36 Tait must retain agility in its operations to be able to respond to increasing 

customers demand and a changing and increasingly competitive business 

environment. Restrictions imposed on Tait through heritage listing could affect our 

adaptability which in turn hinders our ability to perform and compete in the global 

market, which in turn will have an adverse impact on the wider NZ economy.    

Restrictions on our ability to operate could result in lost orders, decreased 

operating margins (high costs), reduced efficiency and market competitiveness and 

increased business risk. 

37 This would be a concern to Tait because any changes which impair the business’s 

ability to adapt to changing market requirements will impact the business efficiency 

and competitiveness. As one of the few electronics manufacturing operations left in 

NZ (most others have relocated to Asia), Tait has a preference to keep its core 

activities in NZ, however it must have the freedom to operate to remain 

competitive. 

Effects of Heritage Listing on Tait’s position in the marketplace 

38 A heritage listing would impose an increased compliance burden on the business 

and directly impact Tait’s ability to maintain operating agility, efficiency and 

customer responsiveness.   
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39 Over the past 30 + plus years of operations, it has been the experience of Tait that  

there is a requirement to continue to change and adapt the way it works and its 

work place environment to respond to changing market requirements and market 

opportunities.  This ability to change and adapt is critical to maintain our 

competitive edge in the market place and respond to our customer needs. 

40 Tait needs to be able to make interior alterations on short notice in order to adapt 

to business needs.  At present there are no restrictions on Tait’s ability to alter or 

modify any internal layout which means these can be done quickly as necessary.     

41 The restrictions that accompany heritage listing have the potential to seriously 

impact Tait’s ability to respond speedily and efficiently to changing international 

demands, and will impair Tait’s capacity to compete in a global marketplace.  

 

 

 

Dated this 10th day of December 2015 
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New Reception Area     Meeting Room added to Reception 

     

Offices added with mezzanine above manufacturing area   Meeting Rooms added to Reception Area 

 

            

Offices added to Solutions Deployment Area  Open Plan and Office space reconfigured 

and upgraded 
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Solutions Deployment with internal wall added  Production Engineering and Workshop internal building added 

 

      

New Kitchen area     New Driveway around the building 

 

       

New bikestands     New external frontage 




